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ELECTRONIC COUNTER
The area of application for electronic
counting devices is not only large but
steadily growing. Two decades ago, the
sole industrial use was object counting.
With the rapid expansion of electronics
into other fields, both scientific and industrial, however, the counting of many
kinds of regular and random events has
been turned over to these devices. The
electronic counter, unhampered by inertia, can operate at speeds far beyond the
upper limits of the fastest mechanical
counter and requires insignificant signal power.
Starting with the prosaic task of object counting, the long list of modern
counter applications would fill several
pages and would touch upon radioactivity, digital computers, frequency measurement, speed checking, voltage, current, and resistance measurement, totalizing events per unit time, measurement
and indication of time intervals, predetermined counting, etc. Virtually every
branch of science and industry has some
use for the high-speed counter.
Jt is not the purpose of this article to
review the applications of counting devices, but to describe the fundamental
circuits used in modem counters. This
survey is necessarily brief but is a.imed
to give the general electronics techn.ician
an over-all view of this special equipment.
Flip-Flop Element
Just as gears and ratchets are the
basic elements in certain mechanical
counters, the bistable mu ltivibrator, or
flip-flop, is the fundamental building
block of the most widely used digital
electronic counter systems. Although
the flip-flop was invented approximately forty years ago, it did not come
into widespread use until the advent of
high-speed electronic counters.
The flip-flop is a fully electronic
switch. A signal (trigger) pul se applied to its input will switch its ou tput ON, whereupon it will r emain ON
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until a subsequent pulse switches it
OFF. The output then will remain
OFF until another pulse arrives to
swi tch it ON again. The circuit thus
is stable-on or stable-off and acts as a
counter of the activating signal pu lses.
The same operation cou ld be performed, of course, with electromechanical latching relays (which arc also bistable devices) but not at the tremendous speeds and low signal power
offered by electronic circu its.
Figure t shows the basic a rrangement of tube a nd transistorized flip flop circuits. These circuits operate in
a similar manner. Refer ring to Fig ure
l (A) : when power is applied to the
cir cu it, o ne tube will conduct more
plate current than the o ther. This cond ition may result from slight assymetcy
or from a momentary transient. Assume
that Y, has the higher conduction. The
lower current of V, means Jess voltage
drop across R., therefore the plate of Y,
is closer to the
voltage. This causes
a positive voltage to be applied to the
grid of V, through the voltage divider
R.-R., which increases the V, plate current sti ll further. The heavy plate current of V, increases the drop across R.,
and this lowers the positive voltage applied to the grid of V, through the voltage divider R.-R,. Since the voltage on
this grid thus becomes more negative,
the plate current of V, decreases still
further. Thi s action increases rapidly
unti l V, draws the maximum plate cur rent permitted by the limiting effect of
R 1 • T•he net result is that V, is conductia and V, cut off. This is one of the
two stable states of the circuit.

B+

Now, if a trigger pulse is applied
momentarily to the INPUT terminals
(with the upper terminal negative) , add itional current will flow through R. and
the pulse source, and the resulting voltage drop across R. momentarily lowers
the voltage at the junction of R, and R..
This causes V, to draw somewhat less
plate current, and the plate of V, rises
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Fig. I. Basic Flip-Flops .

toward the B+ voltage. The bias voltage applied to V, through the voltage
divider R,-R, accordingly becomes more
positive, causing V, to draw more plate
current. This, in turn, lowers the drop
across R, and reduces the positive voltage
applied Lo Lhe grid of V, through R.-R,.
And this action causes V, to draw still
less plate current. Thus, V, draws increasingly less and V, increasi ng ly more
plate current. The net result is that the
JAN.· FEB. - MAR ., 196 1

trigger pulse rapidly "flips" v, into
conduction and V, OFF. This is the
other stable state of the circuit. The
commutating capacitors C, and C.
speed up the fup-flop action.
From this basic action of the fli p-flop,
it is seen that in response to a string of
pulses, V, is ON half of the time and V,
half of the time. If output is taken from
only one of the tubes, as shown in Figure
l (A} , the output voltage will ON
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(high) in response to only every other
input pulse. T hus, the flip-B op is a
scale-of-2 counter ; that is, the number
of output pulses equals one-half the
number of input pu lses. A neon lamp
connected between the V 1 plate and
g round will g low in response to every
second input pulse.
The tran sistorized circuit (Figure l B)
is similar to the tube-type, with the collector replacing the plate, emitter the
cathode, and base the grid. Using NPN
transistors as shown, the circuit requires
steering diodes D, and D, for the positive trigge r pulse. The diodes are poled
to conduct the pulse to both plates
readily through the low forward diode
resistance but to prevent short circuit of
the co llectors ( plates), since the collectors see the high inverse diode resistance. If high-voltage transistors are employed, a neon lamp may be used as an
output indicator, as in tube-type Bipflops. But if the more common lowvoltage transistors a re used, some other
device mair be necessary. (Low-current
fil a mentary lamps are available, and neon
lamps sometimes are used with an extra
transistor as a d c amplifier.)
T hese are the circuits which are most
widely used at this writing, but flip-

Bops have been made with 4-layer
diodes, double-base diodes (uni junction
transistors ), tunnel diodes, neon lamps,
trigi stors, magnistors, ferroresonant inductors, fe rroelectric capacitors, ferrite
cores, magnetic amplifiers, varactors, and
electromechanical relays.
Scaler Systems
Flip-Bops may be combined in numero us ways for specific counti ng jobs. If
they a re cascaded, ns in the conventional
RC-coupled amplifier, each stage after
the first will receive a tr igger pu lse fo r
each second pu lse received by the preceding stage. Thus, a 2-stage coun ter
will deliver one o u tput pulse for every
4 input pulses, a 3-stnge counter o ne
output for each 8 input, a nd so on.
That is, the circuit being bistabl e
(base= 2) will d ivide the input number by the factor 2n, where n is the
number of flip-f lops. If four stages
such as shown in Figure l (A)
are cascaded, the lamp in the last stage
will light once for each 16 input pulses.
T o determine the total number of input
pulses which have passed, it is necessary
only to note the last lighted lamp in
the string ; thus, in a 4-stage counter,
the last (fourth) lamp indicates a
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count of 16, the third lamp 8, second
4, a nd 1irst 2.
S uch cascaded arrangements are
termed scalers. The type just described
is a binary scaler because its number
base is 2. Such counters have many
applications but since o ur common
counting scheme is decima l (i.e., base
= 10) , greater convenience is pr ovided by a counter based on this latter scheme. That is, we p refer a
decade scaler, which counts 0, 1, 2,
3, 4, 5 6, 7, 8 , 9 instead of the binary count 0, 2, 4, 8, 16.
However, these decimal indicatio ns must
be obtained with Rip-flops which are
base-2 devices.
H ow this may be
accomplished is discu ssed below.
See Figure 2. Without paths A and B,
the unit is the type of scaler previously
described, which counts to 16. When
the paths are added, the input pulses
operate the circuit in the normal manner
up to the 9th pulse. The 10th pulse
Ri ps V, ON and this sends a negative.
going voltage over path A to cut off
V, a nd switch Va over . ( A lthough V,
is ON also at the 2nd, 4th, 6th and 8th
pulses, the path-A signal can have no
effect on V, until the tenth pulse. )
Now, ordinarily the output pu lse fro m
V, would switch V, O N, but a negativegoing voltage (fed back over path B
from Ya to the V, grid at the knth
pulse) bucks the signal from V • and
maintains V, OFF. As a result, V, re·
ceives no signal and so remain OFF. At
the te nth pu lse, all flip-fl ops are OFF.
Four fl ip-flops a rranged in this manne r constitu te a counter decade. The
count may be ind icated with ten neon
lamps (numbered 0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6,
7, 8, a nd 9 ) , wi th the lig hted lam p
indicating the cou nt. But the lamps
must be connected in such a way that
only the appro pria te lamps will lig ht
fo r a particu la r count.
Figure 3 shows the circuit of a sing le, tube-type counter decade consist·
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ing of our identica l fli p-flops. Note
the connection of the ten la mps in a
bank with the odd-numbered ones in
o ne line and the even-numbered ones
in the other. Io this circuit, the internal auxi liary paths ar e provided by
Cu-R,. a nd C,.-R.,. Figure 4 shows a
comparable transistorized counter decade
using high-voltage switching transistors,
such as RCA 2N398. In this circuit, the
feedback paths are provided by diodes
D , and D,. T he a uxiliary d c voltages,
E, and E., bias the lamps so that they
are readily 1ired by the collector-voltage
shifts. Closing the reset switd1, S,
··erases" the count ; i.e., sets the counte r
back to zero. (This feature may be
provided in the tube circuit by returning
g rid resisto rs R,., R.., R.o, and R., to a
common resistor, such as R,0 in Figure 4,
shunted by a grounding switch, instead
of gro unding them sep:irately as shown. )
In a complete counter, several decades
of the type shown in Figure 3 or Figure
4 are cascaded for higher counts. Thus,
a four-decade counter provides a count
of units in the 1irst decade, tens in the
second, tho usands in the third, and ten
thousands in the fourth.
A complete counter of this type sometimes is provided with a timing circuit
for halting the count after an accuratelydetermined interval such as 0. 1, 1, or 10
seconds. This enables a precise count to
be made of the number of events
(pulses ) occu rring in the unit time.
Among the uses of such an instrument is
the indication of frequency ( cycles or
pulses per second) . Both regular and
random pulses may be counted.
Whereas many decade scalers e mploy
neon la mps, arranged vertically in decades, as indicators, some make use of
numerical indicator tubes. These are
gastous tubes which either display an
actual figure ( 0 to 9) or give a glowing dot to signal one of the figu res ( O
to 9 ) arranged in a circle on tbe instrume nt panel.
Page 7
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Fig. S. Details of Beam Switching Tube.

Beam Switch ing Tube Decade
The Burroughs beam switching tube
provides a fast and relatively simple
means of decade counting. The basic
structure of this tube is illustrnted by
Figure 5.
In this vacuum tube, which is a type
of magnetron, ten sets of elements
are spaced radially around a central
cathode. Each set consists of a grid,
plate, and spade. A strong permanent
magnet surrounds the outside of the
envelope and provides an axial mag·
netic field through the tube. The spades
and plates are connected to the supply
voltage through individual series resist·
ors. The crossed magnetic and electro·
static fields give the spade a negative
resistance characteristic, and this characteristic provides bistabi lity.
Under quiescent conditions when power is appl ied to the tube, there is no
electron beam. If the voltage of a given spiule is reduced , by means of de or
a pul se, to bring the spade characteristic into its negative resistance region, the beam will form b etween the
Page 10

cathode and that spade. If nothing further is done, the beam wi ll remain in
that position ( such as at the "O" elements in Figure 5) until the power is
interrupted . But the beam may also be
advanced to the next position. Thus,
if a sui table pulse is applied to
the grid so that the grid voltage
is lowered, the electrostatic field between the adjacent spades will be reduced and the beam will switch to the
next set of clements (as to the ·· 1 .. set
in Figure 5). In this way, th e beam
may be stepped sequentially around the
ring of elements from O to 9. Indicators
connected to the plates wi ll show the
location of the beam at any instant, and
a counter decade consequently is obtained . The switching action is very fast,
0.1 microsecond being specified.
Figure 6 shows bow a beam switching
tube (V.) may be operated with a
numerical indicator tube (V,) to pro·
vide a co mplete high-speed counter
decade. As in other counters, these
decades may be cascaded for a higher
total count.
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They May Look Alike ...

IL's the sa me with capacitors. Others may
look like CDE tubula rs, but only CDE's
have the builL-in extras Lhat a re the r esult
of 50 yea rs of capacitor leadershi p. Next
li me you buy capacitors, insist on perrorm ance. Insist on CDE . . . by name!

TYPE TWMA (DEMICON)
Hermeticall y sealed wi th glass-to-metal
seal terminals, this miniature metal-cased
Myla r* tubular is built to give long-lasting
performance.

There are more COE Capacitors in use today
by far - than any other make.
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Don't gcrmble - specify CDE

CORNELL-DUBILIER CAPACITORS
*Du Pont Reg. T.M.
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